ABSTRACT

Introduction. Previous research has suggested that diminished tactile sensitivity might be associated with reduced sexual activity and function. Research has also demonstrated significant physiological and psychological differences between sexual behaviors, including immature psychological defense mechanisms (associated with various psychopathologies) impairing specifically women’s orgasm from penile-vaginal intercourse (PVI).

Aims. To examine the extent to which orgasm triggered by PVI (distinguished from other sexual activities) is associated with both greater tactile sensitivity and lesser use of immature psychological defenses.

Methods. Seventy French-Canadian female university students (aged 18–30) had their finger sensitivity measured with von Frey type microfilaments, completed the Defense Style Questionnaire and a short form of the Marlowe-Crowne social desirability scale, and provided details of the 1 month (and ever) frequencies of engaging in, and having an orgasm from, PVI, masturbation, anal intercourse, partner masturbation, and cunnilingus.

Main Outcome Measures. Logistic and linear regression prediction of orgasm triggered by PVI from tactile sensitivity, age, social desirability responding, and immature psychological defenses.

Results. Having a PVI orgasm in the past month was associated with greater tactile sensitivity (odds ratio = 4.0 for each filament point) and less use of immature defense mechanisms (odds ratio = 5.1 for each scale point). Lifetime PVI orgasm was associated only with less use of immature defense mechanisms (and lower social desirability responding score). Orgasms triggered by other activities were not associated with either tactile sensitivity or immature defense mechanisms. Tactile sensitivity was also associated with greater past month PVI frequency (inclusion of PVI frequency in a logistic regression model displaced tactile sensitivity), and lesser use of immature defenses was associated with greater past month PVI and PVI orgasm frequencies.
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Nondiabetic women with low scores on the Female Sexual Function Index (suggestive of sexual dysfunction) compared with women with higher scores, were more likely to have both abnormally high vibratory toenail sensory thresholds and abnormal autonomic test results (heart rate variation during deep breathing and squatting vagal tests) [4]. Women with sexual arousal disorder had higher finger tactile thresholds than controls [5]. Among women with depressed mood who consumed fluoxetine (but not an unmedicated group), an inverse association of finger sensory threshold with both vaginal lubrication and sexual desire was found [6]. In a sample of healthy Dutch female university students, greater finger tactile sensitivity was associated with higher frequencies of penile-vaginal intercourse (PVI), partner masturbation, and cunnilingus, but not solitary masturbation. Past month orgasmic rates were uncorrelated with finger sensitivity [1].

Men’s premature ejaculation, like women’s coital anorgasmia or vaginal anorgasmia, is another impairment that is most salient during PVI but not as clearly so during other sexual activities [7]. In a nonclinical sample, vibrotactile finger threshold correlated 0.40 with erect penis threshold, and –0.57 with 4-week PVI frequency [8]. By contrast, lifelong premature ejaculation patients showed significantly higher sensory thresholds of the finger but similar penile thresholds for warm sensation, compared with controls. They also had higher vibratory sensation thresholds of the finger and penis, compared with controls [9]. Thus, rather than being more sensitive, individuals with this sexual impairment were less sensitive. The investigators suggested that the patients “may suffer from a central altered perception of the afferent inputs deriving from the periphery, which ultimately results in an inadequate interpretation and subsequent elaboration of the sensory inputs themselves” [9]. However, the literature on premature ejaculation and penile sensitivity is mixed, with some studies finding no relationship with vibrotactile thresholds [10]. One study showed no association of penile vibrotactile threshold with premature ejaculation, but did find that men with erectile dysfunction (or combined erectile dysfunction and premature ejaculation) had higher thresholds [11].

Some evidence suggests a developmental process in which aversive experiences lead to a functional down-regulation of global tactile sensitivity (with implications for psychosexual development) [1]. Withdrawal of affectionate parental tactile stimulation has also been noted in some clinical cases of children engaging in “excessive” masturbation, and the restoration of affectionate parental tactile stimulation reduced the masturbation [12,13].

Diminished perception of some types of afferent inputs can be the result of a variety of factors, including peripheral receptor sensitivity per se, as well as peripheral conduction and central processing. Central processing is susceptible to lack of attention to stimuli. Just as the sensory threshold for pain is inversely associated with psychological characteristics of “concern about pain” and “worry about illness” [14], so too might readiness for perceiving pleasurable sexual sensations differ as a function of psychological characteristics. Indeed, greater mental attention to vaginal sensations during PVI is an important predictor of vaginal orgasm [15].

In addition to simple tactile threshold, specific psychosexual problems impair specific aspects of sexual activity and orgasmic response. A comprehensive review of the association of various sexual activities with physical and mental health measures and related processes revealed that specifically PVI and the orgasm that it directly produces, are associated with indices of better physical and mental health [2], but other sexual activities are not, or even have inverse associations with health measures. In this context, immature psychological defense mechanisms are relevant. Immature psychological defenses reduce acute distress caused by emotional conflict, but do so by impairing accurate perception of reality. Immature defenses are associated with various psychopathologies, poorer ability to relate intimately to the opposite sex [3,16], and are able to distinguish not only patients from controls, but also differentiate between some psychiatric diagnoses [17]. In studies of Portuguese and British women, immature defenses were associated with lower likelihood of specifically vaginal orgasm [3,18]. These studies provided empirical tests of Freud’s hypotheses [19,20] regarding female psychosexual development and vaginal orgasm: it was to be expected that failure to attain more mature psychosexual function would result in impairments of orgasmic response to the most adult genital sexual activity (the one with evolutionary relevance), rather than impairing response to sexual behaviors involving substitution of the genitals of one sex with something other than the genitals of the other sex. The immature defenses measured in these and the present study are: “autistic fantasy (excessive daydreaming as a substitute for human relationships, more effective
action, or problem solving), displacement (transfer of a feeling about a given object onto a substitute object that is usually less psychologically threatening), splitting (lack of integration of negative and positive qualities of self or others, often resulting in intense unstable valuations), denial (refusal to acknowledge painful aspects of external reality or inner experience), isolation of affect (disconnection of emotions originally associated with a specific experience while remaining aware of the cognitive elements), dissociation (disconnection of usually integrated psychological functions, such as consciousness, memory, perception, or sensorimotor behavior), projection (attribute to another of one's unacceptable impulses), devaluation (exaggeration of negative qualities in self or others), somatization (the conversion of psychological suffering into physical symptoms)” [18] (p. 776), rationalization (hiding true motivations and offering reassuring but false explanations), passive-aggression (expressing aggression toward others indirectly or passively, including using procrastination), and acting out (emotional conflict leads to often impulsive behavioral manifestations of an unconscious impulse without conscious awareness of the emotion) [21]. Although originally developed as a psychoanalytic concept, immature defenses may be understood as a range of maladaptive implicit processes that mediate reactions to inner and outer psychological conflicts. Defense mechanisms are a qualitative aspect of diagnosis in the (nonpsychoanalytic) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association, 4th edition [21].

PVI can involve some degree of incidental direct and indirect clitoral stimulation [22]. Importantly however, vaginal and cervical stimulation additionally involve peripheral afferents not activated by clitoral stimulation, including the vagus nerve [2,12,23], which have important roles in pair-bonding. Thus, even with a completely severed spinal cord (which precludes clitoral connection with the brain), women are able to orgasm from vaginal-cervical stimulation (verifiable by self-report and brain imaging), via the vagus [23]. In addition to anatomic differences, there are important psychosexual and interpersonal differences between orgasm from PVI and from either clitorally focused activity or from adding clitoral masturbation to PVI. These differences are consistently in the direction of women's pure PVI orgasm being associated with better intimate relationship satisfaction [24–26], greater mental health satisfaction [24], less use of immature defenses [3,18], greater concordance of genital and subjective arousal [27,28], less risk of female sexual arousal disorder [29], and less risk of functional musculoskeletal disturbance [30], among other indices of better psychological function [2,31].

Brody et al. [1] may have not detected an association of tactile sensitivity with orgasmic response because of the univariate research model employed. Sexual functioning is likely to be multifactorial, so multivariate examination of the determinants of sexual function might be more informative than a univariate approach. Even if one has generally good tactile sensitivity, psychosexual problems manifesting as immature defenses such as dissociation or isolation of affect could disrupt specifically PVI orgasm.

In the present research, finger tactile threshold was employed as a measure of general tactile sensitivity. This measure has been validated in several sexual and nonsexual studies [1,4–6,9,32–34]. Finger threshold further has the advantage over genital threshold measurements of being fairly straightforward to measure and not risking discomfiting (or risking dropout of) nonclinical participants.

It was hypothesized that in multivariate analysis, orgasm triggered by PVI (but not other orgasm triggers) would be associated with women's greater finger tactile sensitivity and lesser use of immature psychological defense mechanisms (total immature defenses score). The possible confounding effects of social desirability bias responding [2,35] and age are also considered. In addition, the role of greater PVI frequency will be considered, as it not only increases opportunities for PVI orgasm, but may be an indicator of the reinforcement value of PVI (with which tactile sensitivity should be associated [1]).

**Materials and Methods**

The study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Helsinki Declaration, and approved by the University of Quebec at Montreal Institutional Review Board. All participants gave written consent, and were made aware of their right to discontinue participation at any time.

Female students were recruited from postings at the University of Quebec at Montreal in the year 2009. Inclusion criteria were age 18–30 and self-reported good health. Sample size was based on the previously observed effect size for immature...
defenses inverse association with vaginal orgasm [3] (power = 0.80, alpha = 0.05, sample size ≥ 55).

A female experimenter applied Von-Frey-type microfilaments (Stoelting; Wood Dale, IL, USA) sizes 1.65, 2.36, 2.44, 2.83, 3.22, 3.61, and 3.84 (sizes are = log10 [10 × force in mg]), while participants closed their eyes. Filaments were applied in random sequence to the right middle finger (plantar surface of the middle phalanx). Each filament was applied thrice. At each application, the experimenter counted to three and as per a randomized schedule, applied the filament on one of the counts. The participant was then asked on which count the filament was applied. Threshold was defined as the lowest pressure filament that the participant correctly reported the application count for all three trials (if a participant failed to correctly report the application count for all three trials of the greatest size of 3.84, a value of 4.00 was assigned; this was the case for six participants). The microfilament manufacturer advises filament 3.61 to be the upper limit of normal sensitivity, with higher values indicative of at least “diminished light touch” [34].

Participants completed a questionnaire on details (days in past 30 engaged in activity, days in past 30 orgasm from activity, age first engaged in activity, age first had orgasm from activity) of their sexual behaviors (PVI, masturbation, partner- performed masturbation, receiving cunnilingus); see [1,3,18,36]. Participants also completed the French version of a brief social desirability response bias scale [35]. Social desirability response bias (the tendency to present oneself in a socially desirable light, as opposed to being truthful in one’s responses) is a potential confound in many studies involving report of sensitive behaviors, and might also be viewed as a personality trait in itself, associated with diminished responsiveness to a variety of stimuli [37].

Immature psychological defense mechanisms were measured with a French translation of the 40-item Defense Style Questionnaire (DSQ-40) [16,38], which consists of self-descriptive statements assessing the conscious derivatives of defense mechanisms on a scale ranging from 1 (I totally disagree) to 9 (I totally agree). Of the 40 items, 24 are part of the immature defenses score (the remainder being part of the neurotic and mature defenses scores that are not directly related to the hypotheses). Immature defenses scores have been shown in validity studies to be associated with depression, personality disorders, and heavy consumption of alcohol before sex [16,18]. The total immature defenses score consists of the sum of the subscale components: autistic fantasy, displacement, splitting, denial, isolation of affect, dissociation, projection, devaluation, somatization, rationalization, passive-aggression, and acting out. The internal consistency coefficient alpha and 4-week test-retest reliabilities of the immature scale score were 0.80/0.85, and for the two-item subscales: projection 0.64/0.77, passive-aggression 0.38/0.67, acting out 0.49/0.72, isolation of affect 0.56/0.70, devaluation −0.01/0.57, autistic fantasy 0.89/0.73, denial 0.10/0.48, displacement 0.17/0.80, dissociation 0.44/0.75, splitting 0.19/0.73, rationalization 0.73/0.53, and somatization 0.56/0.72 [38]. This pattern of reliabilities suggests that the immature scale score is both internally consistent and repeatable, but that most of the subscale scores consist of two facets of the defense (thus, not internally consistent, but consistent over time). It has been noted that coefficient alpha “can badly underestimate reliability when the test is not unidimensional” [39] (p. 270). As noted, the primary hypotheses in the present study involve the internally and temporally reliable immature scale score.

**Statistical Analysis**

History of orgasm triggered by PVI orgasm (ever, and any in the past month, in separate analyses) was predicted by means of binary logistic regression (with backwards elimination) from the predictors: immature psychological defenses, tactile sensitivity (filament), age, and social desirability score. Those logistic regressions were also repeated with the inclusion of the candidate predictor PVI frequency (past month). In addition, univariate correlations (Spearman’s rho) of tactile sensitivity, immature defenses, and social desirability with PVI measures (past month frequency, orgasm ever, past month at all, past month frequency) and the corresponding measures for the other sexual activities were calculated. On an exploratory basis (and to examine consistency with earlier studies [3,18], associations of each component individual immature defense subscale with PVI orgasm ever and in the past month were calculated. SPSS for Windows version 13.0 was used for analyses.

**Results**

Of the 71 volunteers, 70 women with a mean age of 22 years (SD = 3), provided complete answers. Table 1 provides a summary of respondent sexual activities.
Univariate correlational analysis (Spearman’s rho) revealed that filament (inverse measure of sensitivity) was associated only with PVI past month frequency ($r = -0.241$, $P = 0.045$), but none of the other measures of sexual behavior. PVI orgasm past month frequency narrowly missed reaching significance ($r = -0.226$, $P = 0.06$). The immature psychological defense mechanisms score was inversely associated with all measures of PVI; more use of immature defenses was associated with lesser likelihood of ever having had an orgasm from PVI ($r = -0.28$, $P = 0.02$), lesser likelihood of having had an orgasm from PVI in the past month ($r = -0.40$, $P = 0.001$), lower frequency of orgasm from PVI in the past month ($r = -0.32$, $P = 0.008$), and lower frequency of PVI in the past month ($r = -0.35$, $P = 0.003$). The only other sexual behavior with which immature defenses was associated was lower frequency of partner masturbation ($r = -0.32$, $P = 0.007$), but it was uncorrelated with partner masturbation orgasm (frequency or any in the past month), suggesting that the partner masturbation was foreplay to the PVI. Social desirability responding was not associated with any of the sexual behavior measures in the univariate analysis. Women who had any PVI in the past month did not differ from those who did not have PVI in the past month ($N = 18$) with regard to age or social desirability score, but they did have greater tactile thresholds (mean 3.5 vs. 3.3; $t = 2.05$, $P < 0.05$) and higher immature defenses scores (mean 3.75 vs. 3.28; $t = 2.13$, $P < 0.05$).

Table 2 provides details of the logistic regression predictions of any PVI orgasm ever. In the simpler regression model (without PVI frequency), it was predicted by lesser immature defenses score (odds ratio = 4.9 for each point; in the Tables the odds ratio displays the reciprocal in keeping with the displayed phrasing) and less social desirability responding (odds ratio = 1.9 for each point), but filament was not significant. In the regression model incorporating PVI frequency, any PVI orgasm ever was predicted by lower immature defenses score (odds ratio = 4.6 for each point) and less social desirability responding (odds ratio = 2.1 for each point), but filament was not significant, and PVI frequency also missed being significant. The overall Nagelkerke $R^2$ was similar with and without inclusion of PVI frequency.

Table 3 provides details of the logistic regression predictions of any PVI orgasm in the past month. In the simpler regression model (without PVI frequency), it was predicted by lower immature defenses scores (odds ratio = 4.0 for each point), higher tactile sensitivity (odds ratio = 5.1 for each point), and younger age (odds ratio = 1.3 for each year). In the regression model incorporating PVI frequency, any PVI orgasm in the past month was predicted by lower immature defenses scores (odds ratio = 6.3 for each point), greater PVI frequency (odds ratio = 1.44 for each PVI day in the month), and younger age (odds ratio = 1.68 for each year).
for each year); tactile sensitivity was no longer significant when PVI frequency was included. The overall Nagelkerke $R^2$ was greater with inclusion of PVI frequency.

None of the other sexual activities were predicted by tactile sensitivity, immature defenses, or social desirability responding. Additional exploratory analyses included examination of the association of PVI orgasm ever and in the past month with each of the component immature defense mechanisms that contribute to the total immature defenses score. Dissociation was associated with lesser likelihood of PVI orgasm ever ($r = -0.24$, $P = 0.04$) and in the past month ($r = -0.28$, $P = 0.02$); isolation of affect was associated with lesser likelihood of PVI orgasm ever ($r = -0.35$, $P = 0.003$) and in the past month ($r = -0.40$, $P = 0.001$); autistic fantasy was associated with lesser likelihood of PVI orgasm in the past month ($r = -0.29$, $P = 0.02$); displacement was associated with lesser likelihood of PVI orgasm in the past month ($r = -0.24$, $P = 0.04$); and somatization was associated with lesser likelihood of PVI orgasm ever ($r = -0.24$, $P = 0.047$). Finally, the last set of exploratory analyses involved examining the association between the component immature defense mechanisms and tactile threshold. Only isolation of affect was significantly associated with higher finger threshold ($r = 0.285$, $P = 0.02$).

**Discussion**

In univariate analyses, tactile sensitivity was associated only with PVI past month frequency. Immature psychological defenses was inversely associated with all measures of PVI and PVI orgasm (as well as with partner masturbation, but not partner masturbation orgasm, suggesting that the partner masturbation was foreplay to the PVI [25]). None of the other sexual activities or orgasm were associated with tactile sensitivity or immature defenses.

Multivariate analysis revealed that PVI orgasm ever was associated with lesser use of immature psychological defenses, and lesser social desirability responding—but not with tactile sensitivity. These results remained similar when PVI frequency was added as a predictor variable.

Multivariate analysis revealed that PVI orgasm in the past month was predicted by lesser use of immature defense mechanisms, greater tactile sensitivity, and younger age. However, when PVI frequency was added to the candidate predictors, it displaced tactile sensitivity (and overall Nagelkerke $R^2$ increased). This PVI frequency effect is consistent with the theory [1] that greater tactile sensitivity is associated with greater reinforcement susceptibility of specifically PVI, hence, the larger realm of rewards of greater PVI frequency beyond simple tactile sensitivity (with which it was correlated) might overwhelm the tactile sensitivity statistical variance. Of note, non-zero PVI frequency directly suggests some degree of (at least temporary) partnership, and therefore PVI-specific interpersonal factors would count among those rewards that might overwhelm the statistical effect of tactile sensitivity.

In all multivariate models, immature defenses were robustly associated with lower likelihood of PVI orgasm. The findings are consistent with previous findings of not only overall immature defenses and lower likelihood of vaginal orgasm, but even the specific component immature defenses. In the present study, dissociation, isolation of affect, autistic fantasy, somatization, and displacement were associated with lesser likelihood of PVI orgasm, replicating findings by Brody & Costa [3], as well as other findings of negative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald statistic</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immature</td>
<td>-1.392</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>10.059</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.293</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>6.907</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament</td>
<td>-1.631</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>3.855</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke $R^2$</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald statistic</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVI frequency</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>11.862</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immature</td>
<td>-1.840</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>7.189</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>6.213</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke $R^2$</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
associations between vaginal orgasm and two of the five (autistic fantasy and displacement) [18].

In an exploratory analysis, the one component immature defense mechanism associated with greater tactile threshold was isolation of affect. In both diminished sensation (finger or vaginal response to PVI) and isolation of affect, there is a reduction in feeling deeply (it is not a coincidence that “feeling” refers to sensation as well as emotion). This interpretation is consistent not only with a psychodynamic view and the aforementioned concept of aversive experiences leading to a functional down-regulation of global tactile sensitivity [1], but also theory and research findings on embodied cognition, in which cognition (including capacity to sense touch) and aspects of the body influence each other [40]. However, as several comparisons were conducted, interpretation of this nonpredicted effect remains somewhat speculative.

It was suggested by Brody et al. [1] that tactile sensitivity might increase the frequency of partner (but not solitary) sexual activity, but some other dimension is more relevant to orgasmic capacity. The present findings suggest that: (i) PVI, rather than general partnered sexual activity, is associated with better tactile sensitivity, and that (ii) the relative absence of certain types of immature defenses (especially those directly impairing emotion and/or sensation) allows orgasm from PVI.

Shortcomings of the study include: (i) no measure of sexual dysfunction per se; (ii) no explicit verification that all PVI orgasm was vaginal orgasm (however, this is likely, because there was no association of sensitivity or immature defenses with any other sexual activities, and there was remarkable similarity of the immature defenses component results to previous studies specifying vaginal orgasm [3,18]); and (iii) a fairly young sample, and only self-report of good health (as opposed to medical examination and hormonal measurements). The sample size was only moderate, and although the sample size was adequate to detect a correlation of 0.3 (alpha 0.05, one-tailed) between sexual behavior (or orgasm) frequencies and either tactile sensitivity or immature defenses with statistical power of greater than 0.80, small effect sizes might not have been readily detectable. Although sometimes associated with pain sensitivity, menstrual phase is not consistently associated with tactile threshold [41,42], so our not measuring menstrual phase might have, at most, slightly diminished the observed associations of tactile sensitivity with PVI orgasm. Although analyses included measures of various sexual behaviors, there was no specification of the sex of the partners for sexual activities (other than implicitly for PVI), and therefore it is possible that some of the findings could be related to unmeasured nonheterosexual-ity. Future research should include as many specifics of sexual activities and partner characteristics as is feasible. Given that “Women’s relationship quality is associated with specifically PVI orgasm and frequency” [26] and that greater past month frequency of intercourse appears to offset the usual untoward relationship implications of attachment insecurity [43], future studies might also include sensitive measures of relationship quality as well.

Strengths of the study include (i) multivariate analysis successfully integrating tactile sensitivity and lesser use of immature defense mechanisms in the prediction of PVI orgasm (as compared with other orgasm triggers); (ii) cross-cultural replication with French-Canadian women of the immature defenses aspect (with results similar to studies conducted in Portugal and United Kingdom); and (iii) examination of the role of social desirability responding. Sexual medicine should be aware of differences between various sexual behaviors and orgasm elicitation methods, and be aware of not only the traditional issues to be considered in evaluating patients, but additionally both subtle sensory (not only obvious neuropathies or the prime risk groups, including diabetics) and emotional (psychosexual development) factors in the evaluation of suboptimal sexual function, and encourage greater attention to vaginal sensation during PVI.

Conclusions

The results add further evidence to differences between sexual behaviors [2], and further evidence that impairment of specifically PVI orgasm (as opposed to orgasm elicited by other triggers) is associated with impairment of attention [15], sensation, and psychosexual development. Sexual medicine should be aware of these differences, consider both subtle sensory (not only obvious neuropathies) and emotional factors in the evaluation of suboptimal sexual function, and encourage greater attention to vaginal sensation during PVI.
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